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Abstracts

The Japan Car Loan Market size is estimated at USD 49.92 billion in 2024, and is

expected to reach USD 73.60 billion by 2029, growing at a CAGR of 8.07% during the

forecast period (2024-2029).

The car loan market in Japan is subject to regulation by the Financial Services Agency

(FSA) to ensure fair lending practices and consumer protection. Japan's car loan market

is experiencing steady growth due to an increase in the number of vehicles owned as

people replace older models with newer models to improve their driving experience. Car

loans in Japan generally come with flexible loan terms, often ranging from 12 to 84

months. Borrowers can choose the term that best suits their financial situation and

budget.

Japan's digitalization rate is expected to increase in the future, and offline and online

companies are expected to enter the auto loan market. Additionally, the rise of fintech

platforms is simplifying auto loans by enabling end-to-end digital loan approval,

processing, and disbursements. The fintech industry is fundamentally changing the

global financial landscape in several ways.

Car loan providers strategically focus on delivering value-added services to their

clientele by harnessing artificial intelligence, business analytics, and blockchain

technologies. Expanding their products and services range, these companies aim to

elevate service quality and enhance customer satisfaction.

In addition to traditional car loans, some lenders offer leasing options, allowing

consumers to lease a vehicle for a fixed period. Borrowers in Japan have the option to

refinance their car loans if they find better terms or want to adjust their repayment
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schedules. The Japanese car loan market places a strong emphasis on

customer service, with most lenders providing support and assistance throughout the

loan application and repayment process.

Japan Car Loan Market Trends

Passenger Cars in Japan Market

Passenger cars are likely to be a concurrent rise in the demand for car loans.

Consumers seeking to purchase vehicles may turn to car loans to finance their

purchases, driving growth in the car loan market. Financial institutions may introduce

diverse loan products to cater to the varying needs of car buyers. Differentiated loan

offerings, such as flexible repayment terms, competitive interest rates, and special

promotions, could emerge to attract a broader range of customers. The increase in car

sales accelerates the adoption of digital technologies in the car loan market. Financial

institutions invest in digital platforms for loan processing, approval, and management,

providing customers with convenient and efficient online experiences. Financial

institutions establish partnerships with car dealerships to provide integrated financing

solutions. These collaborations can streamline the car-buying process and offer

customers a seamless experience, potentially increasing the appeal of car loans.

Rising Sales of Electric Vehicles in Japan Market

The growing popularity of electric vehicles may lead to increased demand for “green”

or environmentally friendly auto financing options. Financial institutions may introduce

specialized loan products with favorable terms to incentivize the adoption of electric

vehicles. Financial institutions might develop differentiated loan products specifically

tailored to electric vehicle buyers. These products could include lower interest rates,

extended repayment periods, or special incentives to encourage consumers to choose

electric over traditional vehicles. Governments and financial institutions may collaborate

to offer incentives or subsidies for customers purchasing electric vehicles. These

incentives could come in the form of reduced interest rates, tax credits, or other financial

perks to promote the adoption of cleaner transportation options. Financial institutions

form partnerships with electric vehicle manufacturers to provide joint financing

programs. These collaborations can lead to exclusive loan deals, discounts, or other

benefits for consumers purchasing electric cars.
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Japan Car Loan Industry Overview

The competitive landscape of the car loan market in Japan is diverse, with various

financial institutions and lenders offering a range of loan products to consumers.

Competitive forces have driven innovations in the market, Such as online loan

platforms, telematics-based loan products, and options tailored to eco-friendly vehicles.

The quality of customer service and support offered by lenders can be a significant

differentiator in the competitive landscape. In Japan, Leasing companies provide

leasing and car loan options, giving consumers flexibility in how they finance their

vehicles. The following are the major companies operating in the market: SURUGA

Bank Ltd, Orient Corporation, Bank of Kyoto, Ltd, MARUHAN Japan Bank Lao Co., Ltd,

The Senshu Ikeda Bank, Ltd, etc.

Additional Benefits:

The market estimate (ME) sheet in Excel format

3 months of analyst support
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